GROSS FLOOR AREA of MIT-OWNED TAX-EXEMPT PROPERTY: Growth and Distribution by Type

LEGEND NOTED:
The category designation of a building is based on primary use.
- SCIENCE: Category includes Teaching & Research Facilities.
- HOUSES/RESID: Category includes Student Housing and the
  HOUSES/RESIDEN
- OF MASTERS: Category includes Administration and Guards
  OFFICE: Category includes Medical & Professional Offices, Student
  Center, Cafeterias, USA, Mechanics, Storage, and Parking
  Services.
- OTHER: Category consists of the Charles Stark Draper
  Laboratory (Mechanical & Electrical Laboratory), vacant from 1972
  and July 1, 1972.
- Leased buildings are not included in the gross floor area.
- Gross floor areas are assigned to the fiscal year in which the
  building was initially occupied. It can be the calendar year of
  occupancy or fiscal year. If not assumed to be in the latter half of
  the calendar year, for purposes of assigning to a fiscal year.
- All gross floor areas figure have been rounded to the nearest
  $10,000 square feet. For this reason, a 1971, the may differ
  slightly from the components of 17 million gross square feet
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1094 CPA Figure calculated by 1094 CPA using 1094-DPA.